
"The continuous deep insight 

combined with the level of information 

and user-friendly reporting provided 

by the DDoS RADAR™ allowed us to

dramatically reduce our DDoS risk 

and ensure the Parliamentary 

elections' integrity." Chief Information

Officer, Government Agency

This Government Agency's 
infrastructure included a central point 
of government information and 
services for all offices and enterprise 
companies.

During the 2019 parliamentary elections, the infrastructure which 

included loT / mobility devices, and third-party vendor 

applications worked at optimal speed, with zero downtime and 

uncompromised security. 

The Challenge 

The customer wanted to ensure that its existing infrastructure 

would not be compromised during the 2019 parliamentary 

elections due to DDoS attacks. It was critical that the 

infrastructure displayed seamless performance, reliability, 

and security at all times but even more so during peak 

traffic periods. 

Customer snapshot 

Description 

The customer provides public with 

centralized simple and fast access 

to government information from 

all the government branches, 

on one innovative and mobile 

compatible website. 

Industry 

Government 

Business stats 

This government agency's site 

hosts information from the Prime 

Minister's Office, the Ministry of 

Justice, the Population and 

Immigration Authority, the ministries 

of Tourism, Culture and Sport, 

Public Security, Transport and Road 

Safety, Energy, Construction and 

Housing and the Law Enforcement 

and Collection System Authority 

and so forth.

To meet the above goals, the customer needed to be able to detect & block malicious traffic 24/7 while proactively 

eliminating DDoS mitigation vulnerabilities that could be exploited to impact the network availability. 

The customer also wanted to know whether the existing DDoS Mitigation was effective & could reconfigure 

defense policies, as required, in line with any network changes. Leaving nothing to chance, it was important to 

ensure that the DDoS Mitigation was detecting and mitigating Layers 3, 4, 7 as well as new sneakier DDoS 

attacks 24/7, and in real time. 



About MazeBolt
Israel-based MazeBolt is an innovation leader in cybersecurity, with over 
two decades of experience in pioneering DDoS protection solutions. The 
company’s new �agship product, RADAR™, is a patented, new
technology. It offers DDoS protection through automated DDoS
simulations on live production, with zero downtime. Working in
conjunction with any mitigation solution installed. Its unique capabilities 
have ensured business continuity and full DDoS security posture for
enterprises worldwide including Fortune 1000 & NASDAQ-listed
companies.

For more information, 

please visit: www.mazebolt.com

or e-mail: info@mazebolt.com




